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Graphical Abstract

A new structural design for wrinkling to improve mechanical durability by exploiting a porous polymer film embedded at the surface of an elastomer is proposed. The embedded thin porous film acts as a hard layer, which buckles into wrinkles, and the interpenetrated structure effectively suppresses fatal failures such as delamination and cracking.
Reinforced shape-tunable microwrinkles formed on a porous-film-embedded elastomer surface

T. Ohzono,* Y. Hirai, K. Suzuki, M. Shimomura and N. Uchida

A new structural design is proposed for wrinkling to improve mechanical durability by exploiting a porous polymer film embedded at the surface of an elastomer, which acts as a hard layer, buckles into wrinkles and effectively suppresses fatal failures such as delamination and cracking.

Wrinkling of thin elastic films supported by deformable substrates has been exploited in a diverse variety of applications such as micropatterning, tunable optics, colloid patterning, cell proliferation, metrology of thin materials, electronics, energy harvesting, tunable wetting, microfluidics, gas sensing and adhesion. One of the characteristic features of wrinkled surfaces is their shape-tunability in response to changes in the applied strain. This property may be significantly advantageous for the above-mentioned applications, as it would impart reversibility and tunability of the surface functions. However, the shape-tunability of typical wrinkles with a sinusoidal waveform, which are formed on a flat film simply adhered to a soft substrate, e.g., a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer, or on a plasma-treated substrate (PDMS) surface under compressive strain, is usually limited by their mechanical fragility as follows. Generally, the top films (with Young’s modulus typically over hundreds of megapascals) supported by a substrate cannot elastically accommodate a high strain, resulting in crack formation or plastic deformation (yielding). Moreover, the adhesion between films and the substrate often cannot withstand the internal stress associated with the formation of wrinkles, leading to partial delamination known as buckling delamination. Such wrinkles are easily perturbed or destroyed by the application of large strains, repeated straining cycles, or mechanical rubbing. Consequently, it is difficult to directly utilize such wrinkles for applications that require a certain level of mechanical durability, e.g., tribological interfaces or switching elements with repeated structural changes. Thus, the use of wrinkles has been limited to an easy-to-make template for micropatterns. Thus, for use in tribological tests, patterns imprinted into other mechanically robust materials are employed; however, these materials do not possess the unique shape-tunability of 

Fig. 1. Preparation of the porous-film-embedded elastomer. (a) Embedding procedure. (b) An SEM image of the porous film with pillars on a glass substrate. (c) The height profile of the pre-embedding porous film measured along the yellowbroken line indicated in (a), as obtained using a laser scanning optical microscope. The cross sections of a beam are indicated by yellow triangles.
wrinkles, and this limits the controllability of tribological properties.

In this paper, we propose a new design for a layered wrinkling structure with improved mechanical durability achieved by exploiting a porous polymer film embedded at an elastomer surface. The porous film, which possesses two-dimensional hexagonal symmetry and pillars (or spikes) protruding in an out-of-plane direction, acts as a hard layer that buckles into wrinkles. We discuss a qualitative feature, namely, strain-induced surface wrinkling, of the sample in which the porous film is embedded; the discussion is aided with a simple simulation result. Further, we demonstrate that owing to the gauche framework of a porous film embedded in a soft elastic substrate, the interpenetrated structure is beneficial for reducing delamination and cracking of the layer on which wrinkle formation occurs.

The porous polymer film to be embedded in a PDMS substrate is processed from a self-organized honeycomb-like porous film (Fig. S1) and prepared on a glass substrate [Fig. 1a and see Supplementary Information (SI) 1 for experimental details]. A precured PDMS fluid is poured on the porous film and the film-embedded PDMS is peeled off from the glass substrate after curing. Although some pillar apexes are exposed to air at the surface (Fig. 2a), most parts of the porous film are buried within PDMS. Thus, the top surface of the sample is almost flat except the pillar locations, which show a slight depression of 50–200 nm (Fig. 2c and 2e). When a uniaxial strain \( s \) is applied, the surface buckles into wrinkles, showing some characteristic stripe patterns with different regularities in a manner that depends on the misfit angle \( \phi \) [which is defined as the angle between the strain direction and \( x \)-axis attached to the hexagonal lattice (Fig. S2)]. Irrespective of \( \phi \), the wrinkle wavelength \( \lambda \) is typically \( \lambda \sim 34 \pm 7 \mu m \) at \( s = 0.1 \), suggesting that the surface layer with the porous film having a thickness \( D \) acts as a hard film with rigidity roughly close to isotropic bending rigidity on a macroscopic length scale. Thus, we focus on the stripe pattern with \( \phi \sim 0 \) (Figs. 2b, 2c, 2d, and S2), which shows a particular regularity (Fig. 2g), for simplicity of the following discussion. In this case, the wavelength shows a simple geometrical relationship given by \( \lambda = n(3^{1/2}/2)[\Lambda(1 – s)] \), where \( n \) is an integer and is typically equal to 4, and \( \Lambda \sim 11 \mu m \) is the periodicity of holes in the porous film. It should be noted that wrinkle crests and grooves appear at the middle of beams of the porous film, which are assumed to be the parts with the least bending rigidity. The wrinkle depth, \( 2A \), increases with \( s \) in an inverse-quadratic manner (Fig. 3a), which is typical of a wrinkling system.

Assuming that the present wrinkling phenomenon can be qualitatively explained by the conventional model for the wrinkling of a flat surface layer supported by a soft substrate, we can estimate the bending rigidity of the “effective hard layer to wrinkling” in the present system as follows. According to the conventional model, the wrinkle wavelength at the minimum buckling strain is expressed as \( \lambda_0 = 2\pi H [(1 + \nu s)/6(1 – \nu^2)]^{1/3}[E_f/E_s]^{1/3} \), where \( H \) is the imaginary thickness of the effective hard layer, \( \nu \) and \( E \) are Poisson’s ratio...
and Young’s modulus, respectively, and indexes “s” and “f” represent the PDMS substrate and effective surface layer, respectively. The effective bending rigidity can be calculated using the relation \( \kappa = \lambda_0^3 E_s / [2(2\pi)^{(3/2)}] \). Putting the actual values \( \lambda_0 \sim 4(3^{1/2}/2) \sim 4 \times 10^{-12} \) \( \mu m \), \( E_s \sim 1.3 \) MPa, \( 4^{1/2} \) \( \mu m \), and \( \nu_s \sim 0.5 \), in the former relation, we find the value of \( \kappa \) to be \( \sim 74 \times 10^{-12} \) N m\(^2\).

Further, we can also estimate the bending rigidity (\( \kappa^* \)) of a virtual “plane” polymer film that has an identical mass per unit area to that of the present porous film. Assuming the volume fraction (\( \alpha \)) of the porous film within the top layer with the thickness \( D \sim 3.5 \mu m \) (Fig. 1a) to be in the range \( \alpha \sim 0.1–0.2 \) (estimated as the volume fraction of the remaining part of the two-dimensionally closed-packed spheres in a layer with thickness close to the sphere diameter), the imaginary thickness of the “plane” polymer film is given by \( d = \alpha D = 0.35–0.7 \mu m \). Using the relationship \( \kappa^* = E_f d^3 / [12(1 - \nu_f^2)] \) with \( E_f \sim 1.2 \) GPa and \( \nu_f \sim 0.35 \) for polystyrene used in the present study, which accounts for 91% of the polymer mixture, we obtain \( \kappa^* \sim 4.9 \times 10^{-12}–39.1 \times 10^{-12} \) N m\(^2\), which is less than \( \kappa \). This result suggests that the effective bending rigidity of the surface layer is increased by employing the porous film. The result can be mainly attributed to the effect of the geometrical factor on bending rigidity; this effect is similar to that observed in corrugated plates that show higher bending rigidity in a specific direction as compared to those in other directions (SI 2).

The present characteristic wrinkle wavelength (\( \lambda \)) is only 3–4 times that of the periodicity of the porous structure (\( \Lambda \)) with hexagonal symmetry. It is already known that in such a case, the local wrinkle structure couples to the imprinted structural and/or modulus patterns. In the present system, the top surface is almost flat and the modulus distribution pattern exists because of the embedded regular porous film. Thus, to confirm that the observed wrinkle structure is influenced by the modulus pattern, we simply model the present system as a flat film that has a two-dimensional modulus distribution corresponding to a hexagonal lattice and is supported by a soft substrate (SI 1 and SI 3). As a result, a wrinkle structure (Fig. 2h) similar to that observed (Fig. 2b and 2d) is obtained, in which wrinkle crests and grooves appear at the part corresponding to the beams parallel to the compression direction (\( x \) axis). This qualitatively indicates that the present local coupling of wrinkles to the imprinted pattern is due to the two-dimensional modulus pattern in the effective hard surface layer.

Next, we demonstrate the mechanical durability of the present shape-tunable microwrinkles. Even after repeated compression–decompression cycles (~100) between \( s = 0 \) and \( 0.2 \), no clear difference is observed in the dependence of the wrinkle depth (2A) on strain (Fig. 3a). Moreover, the top surface shows neither cracks nor delamination. In contrast, PDMS simply coated with a PS film (PS/PDMS, see SI 1) easily starts showing delaminated crests and cracks perpendicular to the groove direction at \( s \) values around 0.1–0.15 (Fig. 3b). Although the present porous film appears to be partially delaminated from the PDMS matrix (Fig. 3a, inset) and to be plastically deformed, these cause no critical failure of the wrinkle structure. Another test involving mechanical scratching demonstrates that the present system has improved tribological
durability (Fig. 3c, 3d, and SI Movie 1). The PST/PDMS system is easily destroyed by the present scratching condition. In contrast, the porous-film-embedded surface shows neither scars nor cracks after scratching. The observed mechanical durability is due to the interpenetrated structure between the gauche framework of the porous film and the PDMS matrix; this structure reinforces the effective hard layer for wrinkling and enlarges the material interfacial area, thereby preventing fatal delamination.

Especially, the crack-resistant property on wrinkling, which is a major merit of using the present system, can be attributed to the textile-net-like flexibility of the porous film. The hexagons elongated in the y direction upon wrinkling (Fig. 2b) suggests that the tensile strain in the direction perpendicular to that of compression may be accommodated by rotating the beams with respect to the z axis. As a result, the actual tensile stress applied along the beams should be smaller than that found in the plane film under an identical external strain (or a scratching condition), improving crack-resistance. This mechanical property is similar to the local structures of the cracked parts are difficult to propagate because of discreteness of the porous structure, preventing critical failure of the wrinkled structure.

In summary, the results obtained in this study demonstrate that the porous polymer film embedded near the surface of a soft elastic substrate self-organizes into microwrinkles, as determined by the applied compressive strain. Although the local structures of the wrinkled surface are coupled to the porous film lattice, the wrinkles show a characteristic wavelength and their depth can be tuned by the degree of strain, which is similar to that in a system of a flat film simply supported by a soft substrate. It is also shown that the bending rigidity of the porous film subjected to wrinkling is increased owing to the gauche architecture. It is of primary importance that the present shape-tunable microwrinkles show improved mechanical durability against mechanical scratching and repeated compression-decompression cycles over a wide strain range (0–0.2). The critical failure for wrinkling is ingeniously suppressed by the present structural design. Most of the relatively fragile porous film is embedded in a soft elastic substrate that mechanically supports the film against deformation and prevents it from coming in direct contact with other bodies. Thus, the mechanical strength of the present surface is comparable to that of the pure elastic material used as the substrate, which typically shows Young’s modulus less than tens of megapascals and thus bears high strains by elastic yielding. Moreover, owing to the increased and curvilinear area of the interface between the porous film and PDMS, fatal delamination at the interface, which occurs upon wrinkling, is suppressed. The crack formation is also suppressed owing to the textile-net-like flexibility of the porous film. The characteristic wavelength of the present reinforced microwrinkles can be controlled by varying the bending rigidity of the effective hard layer; the bending rigidity can be altered by changing Young’s modulus and the detailed structure of the porous film. The strain-direction-dependent coupling effect of the imprinted lattice structure on the local wrinkle shape may also be reduced or enhanced by appropriate structural designs for the porous film to be embedded; however, this topic remains to be studied further. Thus, the new design presented herein for producing reinforced shape-tunable microwrinkles provides a promising route to widen the application spectrum of such microwrinkles, which includes tribological applications and switching elements subjected to repeated structural changes.
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Notes and references


26 The value of $H$ (and the wrinkle wavelength) should vary nonlinearly with the detailed structural parameters of the porous film, e.g., shapes of beams and pillars, periodicity, etc. Although in the present specific experimental conditions the wrinkle wavelength results in 3-4 times that of the pore periodicity, the general relationship between $H$ and the complicated structural parameters is unknown and remains to be clarified experimentally and theoretically. Thus, the present result should not be a general one. Nevertheless, it is noted that similar geometrical relationship is found when we use a smaller periodicity, $\Lambda \sim 7 \mu m$, for the porous film composed of the same material [see Fig. S2d].